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bright students. In the high school, advanced classes, or major work
groups, are provided for gifted students; and a course in remedial
Biglish aids the slower students.
Ihe senior high school, grades 10-11-12, has an enrollment of
about 850 pupils and has forty-seven teachers, nine of whom comprise
the English deparbnent, including a designated department head. Of
these nine members, two have Master's degrees plus additional studT*
five have Master's degrees, and the remaining two are within one
summer's wcrk of completing Master's degrees.

The high-school librarian,

1*0 works in close conjunction with the English department, holds a
Bachelor's degree. Biglish is a required subject all three years.
Hie course of study, prepared by the fomer head of the English
department, has been approved by the Oregon State Department of
Education. It lists the outside reading requirements and reflects the
philosopl^ of the school and the English department in channeling the
reading interests of the pupils along more literary lines than the
students would be apt to follow if left to their own resources.
Baphasis in i*e English program falls on literature— one six
weeks' period each semester is devoted to composition, and the other
two six weeks' periods each semester are devoted to the study of
literature.

Texts used for conposition are Reed Smith's teaming to

tt^ite. Parts I and H^; for literature, the Harcourt, Brace and
Company Adventure Series.^

^Reed Staith, Learning to Write (Boston* Little, Brown &
Conpany, 1940).
^Rewey Higlis, et al. Adventure Series (New York* Harcourt,
Brace & Company, 1947).
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-3It is because of this eo^hasis on literature that the problem
gains its stature in this particular school system.
The reading lists in use had been prepared in 1937 by the than
head of the Qjglish department. Each list— one for sophomore Biglish,
one for junior Biglish, and one for senior Eh^ish— contained the
names of from forty to fifty books arranged alphabetically according
to the author*8 name, plus a short annotation for each book, e.g.:
Dp the Years from Bloomsbury

Arliss, George

A famous actor reviews his years in the theatre.
% Antonia

Gather, Willa

An immigrant girl fights the Nebraska prairie.
Students seemed to receive little stimulation from the list and
were looking for other, newer, different books to read. In order to
broaden their literary horizons, they tamed to the teachers,
librarians, and other students for suggestions. As a result, the book
list was seldom used, thus defeating its raison d’etre.
II. DEFINITION OF TERI'© USED
Book report reading urogram. This is an over-all term and is
meant to include the entire process, from the list of books from which
students select their reading to the procedures for presenting book
reports.
Beading list.

This term refers to the annotated list of

literary books from which students select books to read as a supplement
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-4to the text and in fulfillment of the requirements for outside
reading.
Outside reading. Outside reading refers to the reading of
literary books for purposes of pleasure, furthering literary
interests, and fulfilling the stq>plementary reading requirements of
the English curriculum.
Book report. üMs is the presentation, written or oral, of
the results of the reading of a book.
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CHAPTER II
HETIElf OF THE UTERATURE
While much has been written pertaining to reading lists and
their femetiens, and to oral and written book reports, only a brief
gmamary of the work and opinions of experimenters on closely related
problems will be given.
literature

t|^ function gf book lists in a literature program.

In a speech at the National Council of Teachers of English Convention
at San Francisco, in November, 1947, Mark Neville^, chairman of the
National Council of Teachers of English Committee on Book Lists for
High Schools, said*
The function of book lists in a literature program
is to provide leads to literature resources for teachers
and pupils. The book list is to üie literature program
what advertising is to industry.2
Neville pointed out the various stages through which book lists
have evolved, from the traditional lists of classics which contained
merely the names and authors of many books, through the lists from
which a student acquired so many points for reading books in his area
of Interests, to the present lists as published by the National Council
of Teachers of English which call attention to the fact that the "best
of the old and the most promising of the new should be made available."3
3-Mark Neville, "The Function of Book Lists in a Literature
Program." The English Journal. 37:142-147, March, 1948.
%Wâ., p. 142.
3lbid., p. 144.
-5 -
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As an outgrowth of the three aforementioned stages and by sub
ordinating the idea that college entrance requirements should dominate
the teaching of literature in high schools, Neville stated that "Wie
National Council of Teachers of English based its new philosophy of
the function of literature in education on the individual needs of each
pupil as related to his living and his curriculum as a lAole. The re
sult was a list produced in 1930, a conqjrehensive book list, graded and
classified in terms of fiction, non-fiction, plays, poems, and tradi
tional subdivisions. It still left much to be desired, so in 1937 the
Council published a revised edition, the major Improvement of which was
that the new list annotated each book.
Further revision was deemed necessary and a new readii^-list
committee produced two book lists. Books for You, for the senior high
school, and Your Reading, for the junior high school. Arranged by
themes and types to meet best the demands of teachers, these two lists
covered a wide variety of interests and included resources for practically
every subject in the curriculum.
Neville ecçhasized that the librarian, both in the school and in
the public library, should not be the “forgotten man" in helping to
guide pupils and teachers alike in the selection of books in the
literature program.
Bertha Handlan^, assistant professor of Ehglish and education.
University of Colorado, calls attention to the general lack of guided

^Bertha Handlan, "The Fallacy of Free Reading as an Approach to
Appreciation."
Bislish Journal. 35:182-188, April, 1946. (Bccerpts
from her unpublished Doctor’s dissertation, "A Comparison of the
Characteristics of Certain Adolescent Readers and the Qualities of the
Books They Read," Graduate School, University of Minnesota, 1945.)
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-7reading programs In high schools. Ste terms this free reading. Free
reading is tmguided reading. It may mean taming youngsters loose in
a library and letting them read; or merely giving them general instruc
tions about the literary lypes \Mch they must read; or giving them a
list of a hundred or a thousand books from vhich they may sd.ect titles
for books reports. Such programs are not free in the sense that young
sters read without compulsion. Ihey are free inasmuch as a student's
reading is tmguided.
Theoretically, through the study of good literature, a student
acquires a desire to continue to read better literature. However,
Miss Handlan believes the relationship between the literature studied
in the classroom and the reading students do on their own Is very slight.
. . . I am convinced that many high-school students,
left to their own devices do not grow in appreciation of
the best in books but, rather, remain at a relatively low
level of taste and maturity. Thqy choose the easiest and
the shortest rather than the more difficult and more fully
developed; the familiar rather than the unfamiliar; the
stereotyped rather than the original; the true-to-theirown erroneous convictions rather than the true-to-actual
cause and effect.^
From her study of a number (not given in the excerpts) of tenthgrade students for a period of five months, MLss Handlan lists the
following six fallacies and presents findings lAich show that the freereading program tends to be less effective than a guided program;
Fallacy Number 1. Aâ long âS youngsters are reading "reputable"
books written fgr adolescents, teachers have 32 reason to te c<mcemed
about their reading tastes and habits. Finding: An analysis of some
"reputable" books showed that many of the books fall into a pattern, i.e.

., p. 183.
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"3
the city usually inqplied "bad;" the country, "good." Poor or middleclass people aluays triunç>hed over the rich.

The ideas themselves

are not objectionable, but the repetition of them is not desirable.
Ab children like to hear the same story over and over, so do high-school
students like to continue in the same vein in uhich they have been
traveling, but this is not conducive to growtti in taste, maturity, and
judgment.
Fallacy Nomber 2. Students exposed tp a collection made up
some very good and some mediocre books will eventually choose
former. Finding: In general, students avoided nature reading and chose
the easy, the immature, the single books to read. Some brighter students
did choose more challenging vprks, but the difference in selection was
slight.
Fallacy Number 3. Students* reading interests and special
interests correlate neatly. Finding: Hig^x-school students do not
necessarily read the books about the vocations in which they are in
terested. An interpretation of young people*s interests is needed to
guide the pupils to satisfying and artistic books.
Fallacy Number U,

teacher has performed his duty if fee

provides "girls* books" and "boys* books." Finding: Our modern society
and our culture contain great numbers of fields of interest of concern
to both men and women.
Fallacy Number 5. Older boys and girls will, unaidad. bridge
the gap between adolescent and adult interests successfully. Finding:
Most high-school students, without guidance, bridge the gap between
adolescent and adult interests by stopping reading, turning to highly
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-9 publicized best-sellers, or maintaining their immature reading level.
In some cases the answer for this is "in-between” books— possibly
reputable modem literature which is not so demanding as some of the
great bodes of the past.
Fallacy Number 6. "Freedom ^ opihion" about books ig t|je final
step toward development of appreciation. Finding: Miss Handlan be
lieves the fault lies in its being listed last, because she feels it
is the first step toward appreciation. When this has been accoBçjlished,
the teacher may feel she has talcen the first big step in helping to
guide the students' reading.
McCullough, Strang, and Traxler^ report that during senior high
school, reading habits may be ij^roved by developing suitable reading
interests and tastes. Ihe arraunt of voluntary reading tends to de
crease during high school and, in general, the quality is poor. With
proper guidance, interests may become more mature and appreciations may
be deepened.

They also stress the advisory service which the librarian

can perform.
Lou LaBrant^, of the School of Education at New York University,
invcJces a word of warning against regarding a reading list as a panacea,
axe suggests the following questions as measures of Ihe use of lists of
approved or recommended books:
1, Are teachers free to add to the lists, either
through recommendations to pupils or through libraxry
requisitions?

^Constance M. McCullough, Ruth M. Strang, and Arthw E. Txraxler,
Problems in the Improvement gf Reading (New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Incorporated, 1946), p. 90.
^Lou LaBrant, "A Little List,"
January, 1949.

Bxelish Journal. 38:37-40,
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- 10 2. Are the teachers alvays aware of this freedom?
3. Are teachers constantly suggesting additions
and modifications to the lists?
A. Are teachers aware that the reading experience
includes the purpose of the reader? That is to say,
wanting to know what Hitler or Stalin thought is not
equivalent to wanting to IMnk what Hitler or Stalin
•üxought,
5* Are teachers aware of the dates when the lists
were made, the persons who made the selections, the
limitations of that situation?
6, Are those who provide the lists aware and
making use of new aims, new problems, and new
attitudes on the part of the students?
7. Are the ultimate con6umers--the children-—
aware that the lists offered thœa are fallible,
incomplete, suggestive, but not authoritative?!
Literature on "selling" the books to the students. Mark Neville^
mentioned that the major improvement of the 1937 National Council of
Teachers of English book list over the 1930 list was the fact that the
newer one was annotated so the user of the list might know whether or
not he might desire to read a bock. Subsequent lists of the NOTE have
been annotated for greater utility to student and teacher.
Hulda Hege Bewick^, Chatsworth School, Larchmont, New York,
reported on a project for stimulating interest in reading books.

She

found the questions most frequently asked regarding books were:

^Ibid.. pp. 39-40.
%iark Neville, gp. çit.» PP* 142-147.
%ulda Hege Bewick, "Library Problems Became All-School Project
in Language Arts." Clearing House. 19:180-181, November, 1944,
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1, What is this book about?
2, Do you think I vould like it?
3, Where does this story take place?
The students and teachers decided to paste a review In the front of
each book to advertise it. This review would tell the main qualities
of the book in a few well-constructed sentences, which would include
vrtio. what, when. It wculd tÆL just enough to interest and inform the
reader, but not spoil the suspense by telling too much.
Literature on the presentation gg book reports. McOuUough,
Strang, and Trazlerl state that reading should help develop ability
to communicate ideas learned from printed material.

During high-school

years, reading should provide opportunities for growth in conversational
ability.
Too frequently only the intake side of communication
is emphasized in the reading program . . • Discussions
in which each student gives his own spontaneous response
to a book foster critical appreciation of responses to
reading material, as well as appreciation of the
material itself.%
"Book reports? Shucks, no, just interesting oral reading reports,"
is the conclusion of Vernon E. MLller^. When his studaits complained
that they forgot things by the time the book report was due, or that the
book-report outline was too confining, or too hard to understand, he

^Constance M. McCullough, Ruth M. Strang, and Arthur E. Trailer,
op. cit., pp. 90-91.
olt.
3Vemcn E. Miller, "Book Reports? Siucks, No I" The English
Journal. 38:395-396, September, 1949.
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- 12 turned to oral bode reports.

Because th%r took so much time, he solved

the problem by allotting the first ten minutes of each class period to
an oral book report.

To do this, each student had to request the time

at least a day ahead and present the teacher his outline when he had
finished the report. At the end of a t\/o-year period of using this
procechire, he reported that the teachers indicated the students* read
ing ability, reading interest, and the dependability of their reading
material were good.
Wallace L. Goldstein^, chairman of the English department at
J. M. Wight Technical School, Stanford, Connecticut, believes there
is nothing wrong wiiJi the written book report that the oral book report
won't cure. One advantage is that oral book reviews improve the art of
self-expression; and th^ also eliminate, or at least lessen, the
possibility of cojylng— the bane of written book reviews.
Group dynamics is used by Richard S. Alm^ at Lincoln High School,
Seattle, Washington, through what he terms "buzz sessions." Instead of
an entire class discussion, he formulâtes questions to be discussed by
small groups from within the class.

The group >Ailch has read biographies,

for example, will discuss and compare their books and their relationship
to the question before them, A committee chairman reports to the \iiole
class and paves the way for group comment or reaction. The value of
the procedure lies in its ability to draw out those vho are too reticent
or too indifferent to contribute to the total-class situation.
^Wallace L. Goldstein, "You Get These Advantages In Oral Book
Reviews."
Clearing House. 27:303-304-, January, 1953.
%ichard S. Aim, "Buzz Sessions About Books." The Bialish
Journal,. 40:12-16, January, 1951.
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- 13 îfergare-t; W. Boutelle^, University of Florida, uses a more
intimate approach, a tete-a-tete between the student and the teacher.
The students helped make tp a list of questions for use in reporting.
Hot all questions on the list were asked, just those that suited the
book read. For example, questions on the book Hiroshima might be:
Hhat new insights did the book give you regarding people and their
emotions? What interesting facts about geography or history did you
learn? Did the book change your way of thinking in any way?
A similar procedure is successful for Loretta Therien^ of River
Falls High School, River Falls, Wisconsin; and she believes two of its
chief merits are that it tal'es care of individual differences and that
it educates -die pupil in the language of intelligent discussion of
literature.
Gregory C. Coffin^, Marblehead Hi^ School, Marblehead, Massa
chusetts, is a proponent of the written book report on the basis of
its being an important and necessary part of the college preparatory
program.

He judges the reports on grammar, composition, and content

viewpoint. He also offers a suggested outline for the written book
report which does not deal in vague generalities, but in clear state
ments backed tp by specific illustrations.

The five paragraphs he

suggests are*
^Margaret W. Boutelle, "Talking About Books." The Baglish
Journal. 40*57/^-575, December, 1951.
%^retta Therien, "Book Reports Again." Pie English Journal.
32*100-101, February, 1943.
^Gregory 0. Coffin, "Inç>roving Book Reviews."
Journal. 42*510-511, Decœaber, 1953.

Ehglish
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1, Opening paragraph to arouse reader's interest.
No direct reference to book.
2, General information of interest about stoiy
with no mention of both (sic) as such,
3, More specific information about story, but
not a long, involved detailed account.
4-, Evaluation (criticism) of bode, with another
item of interest,
5. Further evaluation with some backed-t^
recommendations for potential readers,!
A sunmaiy of philosophies of the reading program and book reports
is presented by Mary-Elizabeth Oetjen, Holton-Ams School and Junior
College, Washington, D,G,:
The integration of the book report into the English
course will be more or less individual, depending on
one's idea of the function of supplementary reading
with its concomitant reports , , , Almost all "extra"
reading can, with a little long-range planning, be
integrated naturaliy into the course of stu<ty so that
it is not only more highly motivated but also justi
fied by its more lasting results,^

!lbid,, p, 510.
%hry-Elizabeth Oetjen, "Stepchild of the English Course,"
3^2 Bhelish Journal, 38:41, January, 1949.
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CHAPTER i n
IETH0D6 USED m DEVELOPING THE BOOK HEfORT READING PROGRfJ-I IN
THE MEDFORD, OREGON, SENIOR ÏÏtŒ SCHOOl
The project of developing a book report reading program for the
Medford, Oregon, Senior High School was annoxmced early in the 19521953 school year to allox; time for study and research. This was
pioneer territory as the lists in use were the work of one individual
■vdio was no longer in the system. From the beginning, the desire was
to conduct the study as a cooperative enterprise. The members of the
Bluish department were encouraged to discuss among themselves the
possible avenues which might lead to a program with definite objectives.
The informal pooling of ideas provided the foundation on which
actual construction could start, Mien the first departaental meeting
was h^d, these purposes emerged foremost as objectives of the project:
1. To create a new book list for each year—
sophomore, junior, senior— correlated to the course
of study and texts
2. To incorporate "selling" techniques with this
new list
3. To seek improved methods of presenting book
reviews.
Purposes having been established, the next step was to formulate
prel1.mi.nary lists.

Teachers of sophomore English concentrated their

efforts on the sojdiomore part of the list; teachers of junior English
on the junior part; senior, on the senior. All were free to help on any
other, also; and the librarian made her services available to all groups.
Since the course of study and text for senior literature concerned
English writers and writing, the senior list was limited to that field,
- 15 -
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The jimlor year vas devoted to the study of American literature; hence
that list was to supplement that area. Sophomore literature covered
major fields of interest; so the sophomore list was to cocplement that.
After a form had been decided upon for labeling the books on the
various lists, i.e. interest, grade level, scope, fiction, non-fiction,
etc., each English teacher undertook to create a list of her choice.
Each had a copy of the current reading list in her classroom, posted on
the bulletin board, ready for quick reference by her students.

Through

use, she was familiar with its good points and aware of its shortcomings,
literature texts contained good suggestions.

The teachers had, of

course, copies of the adopted texts and were familiar with their con
tents.

The librarian provided copies of the lists that she received

periodically.

To make the students aware of their part In selecting

books for the reading lists, the teachers and the librarian noted
during the year lAich books were read and particularly well liked. Each
English teacher had a good working knowledge of literature past and
present to link with other sources of information.
Committees of teachers met at intervals to malœ a composite of
the lists for each grade. Democratic procedures prevailed in selecting
the books for the final lists. In some cases, complete agreement
existed; when a difference arose, discussion paved the way for a final
selection.

Thus each teacher played a role.

The next step was to find a method of "selling" the books to the
students.

Qy creating the list itself, the teachers felt they had at

least partially ansifered the familiar question, "What’s a good book to
read?" Now to work on the follow-up question, "What’s it about?" Th^
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- 17 proceeded on the theory that to be of real utilily the list should also
answer the latter question to the degree \rtierefcy student interest would
be whetted.

The solution seemed to be a good annotation; not just ten

words or so, but perhaps fifty words telling who, what, when, or üiere—
a beacon to advertise each book. Individual teachers would annotate the
books with vrtiich they were most familiar and could volunteer to annotate
others.
An important idea was to get suggestions from the students about
"selling" books to others— an attempt to work from the "inside-out"
instead of from the "outside-in." Some of ‘ttie best annotations were
submitted by students and were incorporated into the list.
The first conclusion the teachers reached in regard to book
reports was that ihe teacher could not be an intelligent auditor to a
book report until she had r%d that book herself. Â set plan for the
presentation of book reports was felt to be inçjracticable because
different teachers achieved varying degrees of success with oral or
written book reports. It was agreed, however, that the students should
be exposed to both oral and written book reviews; the balance between
written and oral reports was left to the teacher's discretion. Most of
the teachers felt they attained a closer personal understanding with the
individual student through the informal, "tete-a-tete" type of oral re
port. A suggested list of points appropriate for the written book re
port was decided upon and mimeographed so "Uiat all students would have
a copy.
Thus by the end of the school year the members of the English
department had worked together in the effort to attain the objectives
set forth at the beginning of the project.
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CHAPTEK IV
m s RESULTANT PROGRAM
I. THE LIST
The final list appeared in mimeographed form, ready for use, at
the beginning of the 1953-1954 school year.

That list, sans annotations,

is as follows:
Grade
Title

Author

Feet

Levai

Henie, Sonja

Wings on

Heyn, Ernest

Twelve %)ort8 Immortals

10

Lovelace, D. W.

Rockne of Notre Dame

10

Louis, Joe

Wy Life Story

10

Stem, Bill

Favorite Baseball Stories

10

Lardner, Ring

You Know Me, A1

10

St. Exupery

Wind, Sand, Stars

10-11

Lindbergh, Ann

North to the Orient

10

Efyrd, Richard

Exploring with %rd

10

R^olds, Quentin

Vfright Brothers

10

Oofale, J. Frank

Apache Gold and Taqui Silver

10

Dobie, J. Prank

Coronado's Children

10

Edmonds, Walter

Drums Along the Mohaidc

11

Roberts, Kenneth

Northwest Passage

10-11

Wlster, Owen

The Virginian

10

10

AVIATION

WESTERN

-

18

-
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Grade
Title

Author
WESTERN (Continued)
Dobie, J. Frank

The Longhorns

10

Vestal, Stanley

Kit Carson

10

Twain, Mark

Roughing It

10

Nordhoff & Hall

Ifatiny on the Bounty

10

Hordhoff & Hall

Pitcairn Island

10

Nordhoff & Hall

Men Against the Sea

10

Conrad, Joseph

Lord Jim

10

Dana, Richard

Two Years Before the Mast

10-11

Carson, Rachel

Ihe Sea Around Us

11

Melville, Herman

Moby W.ck

11

Hemingway, Ernest

% e Old Man and the Sea

11

London, Jack

The Sea Wolf

10

Forrester, Cecil

Captain Horatio Homblouer

10

Forrester, Cecil

Me*. Mdshipman Homblower

10

Caldwell, John

Desperate Voyage

10

Monsarrat, Nicholas

The Cruel Sea

10

Halliburton, Richard

Seven League Boots

10

Andrews, Roy Chapman

On the Trail of Ancient Man

10

Clemens, Samuel

Life on the Mississippi

11

Heyerdahl, %or

Kontiki

10-11

Johnson, Osa

I Married Adventure

10

IHE SEA
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Grade
Title

Author
RTPTDRATION AND TRAVEL (Continued)
Keith, Agnes

Land Belov the Wind

10

Parkman, Francis

% e Oregon Trail

11

lEjyrd, Adml. R. E.

Alone

11

Steinbeck, John

The Red Pony

10-11

Seton, Ernest

Wild Animals I Have lùaowi

10

London, Jack

Call of the Wild

Mowat, Farley

People of the Deer

10

O’Hara, Mary

Friend Fllcka

10

ANIMAL APTENTUREiS

9-10

London, Jack

White Fang

10

Ifobson, Richmond

Grass Beyond the Mountain

10

DeKruif, Paul

Microbe Hunters

10

Curie, Eve

Madac® Curie

10

Van Loon, Hendrik

The Story of Mankind

11

Beebe, Willian

Exploring vith Beebe

10

Carson, Rachel

Under the Sea Wind

10- 11-12

Boylston, Helen

Sue Barton, Student Nurse

10

Callomb, Joseph

Albert Sweitzer* Genius in the
Jungle

11

Clarke, Arthur C.

Interplanetary Plight

12

Clemens, Samuel

A Connecticut Yankee in King
Arthur’s Court

11

Day, Clarence

Life with îhther

10

SCIENCE

HUM3R
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Grade
Title

Author
HDMOR (Continued)

m

10

Skinner & Kimbrough

Our Hearts Were Young and Gay

Saroyan, William

The Human Comedy

Clemens, Samuel

Innocents Abroad

11

Leacodc, Stephen

Laugh with Leacock

10-11

Leacock, Stephen

Laugh Parade

11

Wadehouse, P. G,

Nothing But Wodehouse

10

Papashivily, George
and Helen

Anything Can Happen

10

Malvem, Gladys

Curtain Going %

10

Gather, Wilma

The Song of the Lark

10

Taylor, Deems

Of Men and Misic

10- 11-12

Bradna, FTed and
Hartzell, Spence

The Big Top

11

Gombrick, Ernest

The Story of Art

11

Clemens, Samuel

Huckleberry Finn

10

Dumas, Alexander

The Three Musketeers

10

Scott, Sir Walter

Ivanhoe

10

Buck, Pearl

The Good Earth

10

%lder, Thornton

The Bridge of San Luis Rey

10-11

Canfield, Dorothy

The Bent Twig

10-11

Hugo, Hctor

Les Misérables

10-11-12

Remarque, Erick

All Quiet on the Western Front

10

Cooper, James F.

The %)y

10

9-10

ARTS

SOPHOMDRE FICTIOH
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AulAior

m m

Grade
Imel

SOPHOMORE FICTION (Continued)
Lane, Rose Wilder

Let the Hurricane Hoar

10-n

Dickens, Charles

Oliver Twist

10-11-12

Dickens, Charles

Tale of Two Cities

10-11-12

Douglas, Lloyd

The Robe

10

Crane, Stephen

The Red Badge of Courage

10-11

Bronte, Charlotte

Jane %re

10-11-12

Jackson, Helen

Ramona

11

Cronin, A, J.

% e Keys of the Kingdom

10

Gather, Willa

0 Pioneers

10

Stone, Irving

The President’s Lady

10

Orczy, StnEiuska

The Scarlet Piüçjemel

10

Wren, Percival

Beau Geste

10

Johnston, Mary

To Have and To Hold

10

Wharton, Edith

Ethan Frome

10-11

Stevenson, Robert L.

Kidnapped

10

Stevenson, Robert L*

Treasure Island

Stevenson, Robert L.

The Master of Ballantrae

10

Costain, Bionas B.

Bie Silver Chalice

10

Hilton, James

Lost Horizon

10

9

AMERICAN UTERATOHE— BIOGRAPHIES
Hertzler, Arthur

Horse and Buggy Doctor

11

Meigs, Cornelia

Invincible Louisa

11

Hawthorne, Hildegarde Romantic Rebel

11

Antin, îfery

11

The Promised land
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Author

Grade
Level

%tl8

A1ÆRICM UTgMTURE— BIOGRAFHISS (Contiiïued)
Stone, Irving

Sailor on Horseback

11

Garland, Hanlin

Son of the Middle Border

11

Allen, Harvey

Israfel

11

Washington, Booker T. % from Slavery

11

Franklin, Benjamin

Rie Autobiography

11

Sandburg, Carl

Abraheon Lincoln, the Prairie Years

10-11-12

Keller, Helai

The Story of

10-11

White, William B.

Autobiography

11

Bok, Edvard

Americanization of Edward Bok

11

James, Bessie

Six Feet Six

11

Whitney, Janet

Abigail Adams

n

Life

3F HISTORICAL M D SOCIAL BACKGBOmD OF AMERICA
Addams, Jane

Twenty Years at Hull House

11

Crane, Stephen

Red Badge of Courage

11

Rolvaag, Ole

Giants in the Earth

11

Page, Elizabeth

Tree of Liberty

11-12

Norris, Frank

The Octopus

11

Steffens, Lincoln

Autobiography

11

Allen, Hervey

Action at Aquila

11

Roberts, Kenneth

Oliver Wlswell

11

Hough, Emerson

The Covered Wagon

11

Steinbeck, John

The Grapes of Wrath

11

Bellany, Edward

Looking Backward

11
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iniÆiQr

m m

Grade
lâZâL

AMERICM FICTION
Melville, Herman

Moby nick

11

Lewie, Sinclair

Arrowami^

11

Buck, Pearl 5«

The Good SarUi

11

Gather, «Ula

Mr Antonia

31

Ferber, Sâna

Cimarron

11

Dcuglae, Iloyi

The Robe

10-11

Cooper, Jamea F.

The Deerslayer

11

Cooper, James F.

The Last of the Mohicans

11

Howells, William D.

The Rise of SdJas Lapham

11

Roberts, Kanne'tix

Northwest Passage

11

Hawthorne, Nathaniel

The Scarlet Letter

11

larkington, Booth

Alice Adams

11

Ferber, Sâna

So Big

10-11

Hordhoff & Hall

Hurricane

11

Botinas, Lloyd

Magnificent Obsession

11

Hawthorne, Nathaniel

The House of Seven Gables

11

James, Henry

The Portrait of a La^y

11

Young, Stark

So Bed the Rose

11

O'Neill, Eugene

Nine Plays

11

Sherwood, Robert

Abe Lincoln in Illinois

10- 11-12

Whitman (Editor)

Representative Dramas

12

Connelly, Marc

Selected Plays

11

Anderson, Maxwell

Elizabeth the Qneen and
Other Plays

11-12

AMERICAN PIAIS
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Grade
îieysl

You Can’t Tal:e It with You

11

Longfellow, Henry W,

Collected Poems

11

Benet, Stephen V.

John Brown’s Body

11-12

t'haters, Edgar L.

S^on River Aniiiology

11

Robinson, Edwin A.

Tristram

11

Whitman, Walt

Leaves of Grass

11

Irving, Washington

The Sketch Book

11

anerson, Ralph W,

Essays

11

Thoreau, Henry D.

Vfalden

11

Morley, Christopher

Mince Pie

11

Benchl^, Robert

Inside Benchley

10-11

Holmes, Oliver W,

Autocrat of the Breakfast Table

11

Adamic, Louis

l'ÿ" America

11

Wilson, Edmund

The Wound and the Bow

11-12

Author
M'ERIOAN PLAYS (Continued)
Kaugman & Hart
AI'ERIGAH POETRY

MmaOMJ ESSAYS

ENGLISH IITERATURE— BIOGRAFHIES
Strache^, lyttcn

Queen Victoria

12

Chesterton, Gilbert K. Charles Dickens

12

Jenkins, Elizabeth

Jane Austen

12

Becker, Kby

Introducing Charles Didcens

12

Maurois, Andre

Disraeli

12

Pumas, Joseph

Voyage to Windward

12

Lawrence, Thomas

Revolt in %ie Desert

12
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Grade
Author

Title

a?GLlSH IInmATlQE— BIOGRAPHIES (Continued)
Pepys, Samuel

The Idary

12

Barrie, Janes

Margaret Ogilvy

12

Mau^an, Somerset

The Summing %

12

Costain, T. B,

Die Conquerors

12

Cronin, A. J.

Adventure in Two Worlds

12

Benot, Laura

The Boy Shelley

12

M G U S H FICTION
Thadceray, VRLlliam M. Henry Ssmcaad

12

Reade, Charles

The Cloister and the Hearth

12

lytton, Edward

Last Days of Poiapeil

12

Scott, Sir Walter

Waverley

12

Scott, Sir Walter

Kenilworth

12

Si-rift, Jonathan

Gulliver's Travels

12

Bronte, Charlotte

Jane Eÿre

12

EJ.iot, George

fSLU on the Floss

12

Thackeray, William M, Vanity Fair

12

Goldsmith, Oliver

Vicar of Wakefield

12

Austen, Jane

Pride and Prejudice

12

Blackmore, Richard

Lome Doone

12

Hudson, William

Green î-iansions

12

Galsv/orthy, John

Forsyte Saga

12

M-clsens, Charles

David Copperfield

10- 11-12

Hardy, Thomas

Return of the Native

12

Maugham, Somerset

Of Human Bondage

12
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tsxsl

Mbs:
3 ïTCnOH (Contumed)
Meredith, George

% e Ordeal of Bichard Feverel

12

Cronin, A.

Keys of the Kingdom

10-11-12

Barrie, Sir James

The little Minister

12

Conrad, Joseph

Typhoon

12

Bronte, Bnily

Vftilhering Helots

12

Scott, Sir Walter

The Talisman

12

Stevenson, Bobert L»

Dr. Jeikyll and Mr, Hyde

12

Masefield, John

Jim Davis

12

Hilton, James

Goodbye, Mr, Chips

10-11-12

Siakespeare, %lllam

Selected Plays

12

Barrie, James M.

Bepresentative Plays

12

Shaw, George B.

Selected Elays

12

Barrie, Sir James

Selected Plays

12

Goldandlh, Oliver

She Stoops to Conquer and
Other Plays

-

12

H OR RELATED PQEERY

Masefield, John

Salt Mater Ballade

12

Boms, Bobert

Selected Poems

12

Khayyam, Omar

The fiubaiyat

12

Cbtenoeyer, Louis

Modem British Poetry

12

Housman, A, E*

A Shropshire Lad

12

Browning, Elizabeth

Sonnets from the Portuguese

12
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Grade
Level

Title

Author
ENGLISH ESSAYS

BOOKS

Lamb, Charles

Essays of Ella

12

Bennett, Arnold

How To Get Almg on Twenty-Four
Hours a Day
and
îtental Efficiency

12

Woolf, Virginia

The Comnon Reader

12

Carlyle, Thonas

Essays— Essay on Bums

12

Arnold, I-fetthew

Essays in Criticism

12

INTERNATIONAL REEOWN
Cervantes, Mgnel

Don Quiznte

Advanced^

Del'impassant, Guy

Short Stories

Advanced

Wallace, Lewis

Ben H u t

Advanced

Dante, Alighieri

The Divine Comedy

Advanced

Sienkiewicz, Henryk

Quo Vadis

Advanced

Plutarch

Lives

Advanced

Homer

Iliad and ihe Odyssey

Advanced

II. ANNOTATIONS
Each book on the list was accompanied by an annotation which was
meant to help arouse student interest to\^rd reading that book. Every
teacher in the department contributed annotations. Following is a
sau^ling of the annotations

^Books marked "Advanced" are recommended particularly for
students in the advanced, or college preparatory, classes.
^These particular annotations were selected for inclusion because
th^ were the contribution of the witer of this paper.
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Author
Wilder, Thornton

Grade
Level

Title
The Bridge of Sgi Luis Rev

10-11

VBiy? The bridge had stood for years, until that
fateful day it collapsed and hurtled those five
travelers to their deaths in the gorge below.
Brother Juniper thought he found the reason, but
he died at the stake because of it. See if you
can discover the reason for the trageety.
Washington, Booker T. ^ from Slavery

11

Bom into poverty and slavery, Booker T.
Washington rose to recognition and fame. He
worked with his students, founding and building,
brick by brick, the now famous Tuskegeo Institute
for Negroes.
Keller, Helen

gie Story of

Life

10-11

How dark and lonely the wrld must be to one who
is blind and deaf. Yet here is a woman, so af
flicted, whose love of life and faith in mankind
have made her a living symîxd. to Americans of
a H ages.
Jajiies, Bessie

Six Feet Six

11

"Remember the Alamo!” %is is the story of Sam
Houston, kno\m as Six Feet Six, trying to help
those famous beleaguered Texans.
Page, Elizabeth

Tree of Liberty

11-12

War affects marriage, birth, and death. No one
knows this better than Matt and Jane Howard,
who lived and loved in the days when American
independence was being fought for and won.
Allen, Hervey

Action at Aouila

The terrain around Aquila offered perfect
camouflage to both sides; hence ensued one
of the bloody battles of the Civil War— one
about \Adch few people ever wanted to talk.
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Aatbor
Lewie, Sinclair

Htlo

Level

Arrowanith

11

From the prairies of Wheatgylvania to the island
of St. Hubert, Dr, Martin Arrowanith fought with
himself as to lAether he was a scientist or a
humanitarian. The tragic death of his wife
Leora helped him make his decision.
Cocker, James F,

Last of the Mohicans

11

The Eastern wilderness becomes alive as Hat&reye,
Ghingachgook, and Hncas fight to preserve their
lives and the honor of the Mohican tribe, A
spark of adventure sets % e book off with two
girls in the hands of a renegade Lodian. Majestic
trees, hostile Didians, and colonial American life
offer a great setting for this well-known classic
Roberts, Kenneth

Horthwest Passage

11

"I saw white eyes roll upward in the twisted,
copper-colored face: then Farrington* s hatchet
cut down through them.” As a member of Robertas
Hangers, this was the life into which langland
Towne ran to escape being thrown into prison for
speaking his mind.
Hawthorne, Nathaniel

2!feâ Scarlet Letter

11

Puritan Boston believed in punishing wicked
sinners, and Hester Prynne bad sinned. Branded
with a scarlet letter, she bore her shame throu^
life until the symbolism of that letter vindicated
her,
T&rkington, Booth

Alice

Artiaur was the first man to show personal Interest
in Alice, but this was a small town and everybody
knew eveiybody else^s business. Is she to be cen
sured or pitied for fabricating her story? Find
out how she re-acts ihen reality shatters her
daydream.

^Student annotation by Thomas Gail, grade 11, Medford Senior
High School, Medford, Or%on,
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- 31 Author
Strachey, Ijrtton

% tie
Queen Victoria

Grade
Level
12

Choosing a suitable husband for the Queen of
England presented a challenge to young Victoria.
Wjy did she finally choose Albert as her Prince
Consort? Here are gliBç>ses of a great lady—
girl, queen, wife, mother, vidow, aged woman,
Jenkins, Elizabeth

Jane Austen

12

Ministères daughter and member of a ti^tly knit
family was Jane Austen, Sister, brothers, nieces,
nephews— her family was the hub of her existence
and is reflected in her writings. This is a
critical study and requires carefulreading.
Maurois, Andre

Disraeli

12

A Christian Jew who rose to be one of the greatest
of England’s prime ministers is the subject of
this warm biography, "Dizzy" and his beloved
Mary Ann give you an intimate glimpse of the
Victorian Age,
Thackeray, William M, Henrv Esmond

12

Colonel Henry Esmond can’t decide— does he love
the beautiful Beatrix or her mother, Rachel?
History mingles with fiction to produce his
decision in this colorful story of the late
seventeenth century.
lytton, Edward

Last Davs ofFomoeii

You’ve heard of the famous enç>tion of this volcano
in the early days of Christianity, Now meet some
of the people who lived and loved at that time— a
blind flower girl, a ruthless Egyptian priest, a
wealthy young Greek, and others whose lives and
fates are linked.
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- 32 Grade

Swift, Jonathan

Qulllrar'a Travela

12

Imagine Dr. Lemnel GHllver, an ordinary sized
man, among people only six inehes tall. Then he
finds himaeK in a land of giants forty feet hi^.
His farther adrentores are even more Incredible.
Galsworthy, John

Forayte Shga

12

This is the three-generation story of the Forsyte
family, their lives, loves, snccesses, and fail
ures, from 1SS6-1920. It was Irene*s beauty that
created most of ^ e disturbances.
Dickens, Qiarles

David Copperfield

10-11-12

Aunt Betsy Brotwpod never forgave David's being
a bey instead of a girl, but she was his frimid
when he needed one desperately. This is lAe story
in which you also meet happy-go-lucky Mr. MLcawber.
Cronin, A. J.

Keys

tfee ELngdom

10-11-12

The human and heart-warming story of Father
Oilshorn, who arrived in China to take over his
mission and found that he had just two parishlwers.
He stored thirty-five years.
Masefield, John

Salt Water Ballads

12

These are the early poems of Bagland's poet of the
sea and Include his famous Dauber series. It con
tains some beautiful lyrics in addition to the sea
poems.
Iamb, Charles

Bssavs

Elia

Throu^ the person of EOLia, Charles Iamb writes
whimsical and delicate reflections of his own
life and family.
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Author
Cervantes, Miguel

Grade
Level

Title
Don Qul3g>te

Advanced

Poor Alonzo Quixano had read so many books on
chivalry that he has himself dubbed a knight,
Don Quixote de la Mancha. He does so vant to be
a hero. Hide vdth him through the Spanish
countryside as he mistakes windmills for monstrous
giants that toss him into the air. Is his quest
for life worthwhile?
Clarke, Arthur G.

Interplanetary Flight

12

Mathematically, interplanetary flight has been
acconq>lished. The velocity needed to transfer
a body from the Earth’s surface to infinity is
calculated to be 25,000 m.p.h. This is a scientific
look, with pictures and drawings, at the unknovm
future which faces our generation.
Leacock, Stephen

Laugh Parade

11

Ah Yen knew exactly what was happening to his
friend Pifty-Six by his laundry. And Lady Nearleigh Slopover recollects her Victorian girlhood
for you. You’ll chuckle all the way through this
collection of individual, humorous essays by a
Twentieth-Century Canadian.
Barrie, Sir James

The Little Minister

12

Here is Gavin Dishart, small in stature, who finds
himself drawn to a gypsy girl. What happiness can
a minister expect to find with such a mate?
Adventure, pathos, love, and surprise unfold the
answer.
Hilton, James

Goodbye. Ifr, Chins

Sitting in his little room one gray November day,
a beloved and almost legendary teacher reminisces
the happy and sad experiences of the many years he
has spent in a boys’ school.
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Author

Title

Goldsmith, Oliver

Stoops

Concroer

Grade
Level
12

Vhat a complicated state of affairsI He loves her,
yet loves another; he's a stranger, bat some know
him; he Is shy, and he Is forward. All these situ
ations unravel In this seventeenth-century ecmecly.

Carlyle, Thomas

Essay ga Bums

12

Bobert Bums— on the farm, at school, with his
family, as a famous poet, back to poverty, at
death, on to eternal fame— by a man who loved the
Scottish poet.

m . SDGGBSTBD FORMS FOR WRITTEN BOOK REPORTS
A set of questions appropriate for reporting on a book— novel,
biography, or travel— was prepared and mimeographed so that each Sigllsh
student would have the questionnaire^ at his disposal whenever he needed
It,

The teachers felt the questions were conducive to written book re

ports thatwould reveal the student's understandings, concepts, reactions,
and opinions regarding the book read; and the questions were so arranged
that the written book report would give the student constructive ex
perience in composition.

17. CÜMDUTIVE READING RECORDS
The practice of maintaining cumulative reading records from grade
four through grade twelve was continued.

The purpose of this record was

two-fold*

^See Appendix A, page 46.
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1. It enabled the teacher to chart the reading
growth of each student.
2. Subsequent teachers could check for dxçlicatlon.
Previously, the records were k ^ t on mimeographed sheets which easily
became mutilated*

The new records were sturdy cards^ measuring five

inches by eight inches, and each teacher was given a wooden filing box
in which to keep the cards.
7. RBqpiREMBNTS
Six reports were recpüred of each student during each year,
one every six weeks* period.
to be non-fiction.

Of these six, at least two ware specified

Exception to the requirements was made on the

written advice of an eye doctor.
At the same time that this list and program was being developed
in the senior h l ^ school, similar lists and programs were being
developed in the junior bi^ school and in the elementary schools for
grades A~5-6*

ISee Appendix B, page 47.
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CHAPTER T
SOGGESTBD E7ALHATI0N
Since the development of the book report reading program was the
objective of this study, attempts to evaluate the program will have to
wait until it has been tried and tested in use.

Certain criteria,

however, were kept in mind as the program was developed during the
course of the year.

The measures expressed by Lou LaBrant^ and the

philosophy of the Medford English department toward these measures
are as follows*
Msasures of the ïïse
?r *

Philosophy of Medford

1. Are teachers free to add to tiie
lists, either through recommend
ations to pupils or through
library requisitions?

1. They are encouraged to do so.

2» Are the teachers always aware
of ttiis freedom?

2. T h ^ are reminded of it by
the head of the department
and by the superintendent,
1*0 took an active interest
in the project,

3. Are teachers constantly suggest
ing additions and modifications
to the list?

3. They are. 3n addition, they
solicit the aid of the
students in adding to and
modifying the list.

Bigllah Banartraftnl

4. Are teachers aware that the read 4. This is further enhanced in
ing experience includes the pur
the suggested form for written
book revievs.3
pose of the reader? That is to
say, wanting to know i*at Hitler
or Stalin thought is not equiva
lent to wanting to think what
Hitler or Stalin thought.
ILo u LaBrant, "A Little List," 2 ^ Ehellsh Journal. 30*39-^,
January, 1949.

SiS*
^See Appendix A, page 46*
—

36
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5. ire teachers avare of the dates
vhen the lists were made, the
persons \dio made the selections,
the limitations of that sitoation?

5« It is not the intention of the
department to let the list
exist without revision.

6. ire those vfao provide the lists
avare and making use of new aims,
new problems, and new attitudes
on the part of the students?

6. Present plans call for annual
revision of the list, with the
aim that it will thus better
satisfy the needs of the students.

7* ire the ultimate consumers— the
^dldren— evare that the lists
offered them are fallible, inconqplete, suggestive, hut not
authoritative?

7. i h i ^ degree of interest on
% e part of the students
toward the reading program was
manifested through their being
drawn into the development of
it. It vas a new venture, the
results of lAich would be un
known until the program had
been tried thorou^ily. Bo-to
students and teachers are
aware of the fact that the list
was not all-inclusive, that
there is room for expansion and
improvement, and that such is
the hope for the future.

Further evaluation mi^t attempt to establish these points:
1. To what extent is the list being used?
2. To ^ a t extent do the annotations arouse interest?
3. % a t ^eciflc areas need to be modified or revised?
4« Mhat specific areas need to be expanded?
5. Ooea the list adequately supplement the course of
study and texts, or does it duplicate or circumvent them?
6. Have the students grown in literaxy taste,
appreciation, and concepts since the program was
instituted?
One tool for helping to measure the preceding six points might
be the cumulative reading records maintained by the classroom teachers
of aiglish.

Interviewing both students and teachers could produce
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It the interview technique was not feasible, per

haps a questionnaire could be used.

A comparative study of book reports,

prior to and following the institution of the program, ad^t measure the
effect of the results of this guided reading program.
That the teachers who worked on developing the program orally
expressed among themselves feelings of 8elf-ixq>rovement is perhaps the
greatest immediate evaluative measure.
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CHAPTER VI
smwARi
Students, teachers, and librarian felt the weakness of the book
report reading program in the kbdford, Oregon, High School*

This

weakness seemed to be centered around % e reading list, which no longer
satisfied the needs of the students.

Teachers noticed they cohld elicit

little response or interest \dxen referring stodwts to the list, and
they often had little time to provide the additional stimnlus. Hence
a project was undertaken to try to inwove the situation.
The purposes of this study were (l) to review literature per
taining to book report reading programs, (2) to describe a program
that was recently developed and initiated in the Medford, Oregon, High
School, and (3) to suggest criteria for an evaluation of the program.
Peeling the need for a guided reading program, the nine members
of the Ehglish department worked together in the attenpt to achieve
the purposes set forth.

Bach teacher contributing, the group succeeded

(1) in creating a book report reading list idiich was correlated to the
course of study, (2) in providing annotations for each book as a means
of stimulating Interest, and (3) in setting vp a suggested f o m to
fallow for written book reports.
Ihasmuch as it was not feasible to evaluate the program at the
time this paper was written, only suggested criteria for future
evaluation could be contemplated.

It must be remembered that the program was developed to supplement
the literature-emphasized curriculum of the aigllsh department in the
- 39 —
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Jfedford, Oregon, Senior H l ^ School (grades 10-11-12), and as such the
program might not be adaptable to another situation.
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suggested forms fc® weitien book reports

Medford SggisE KLeh Scly>ol

SigUsh Dapartment

Bgsk BevlCTf
I.

Hoyel
1. cave the title and author of the bodk.
2. What vas the time of the story? Briefly describe the
baokgrcnzDd.
3* Same four leading characters. Discuss the appearance the
personally of each.
4. Tell the chief happenings of the story In the order of ttelr
occurrence.
5. W a t Is the climax or turning point of the story?
6. Give an example of each of the foUovlng in the book:
su^ense, humor, and effective description.
7. In your (pinion. Is It a worth-while book? Discuss,

n . ILffigflPlg
1.
2.
3.
4.

Give the title and author of the book.
Wien did the person live and in lAat places?
How much of the person's life is covered?
Write six paragraphs, explaining in each an Interesting event
in the book.
5* Give a complete description of the main character's appearance
and personality, el'Uier from what he says or what Is said about
him.
6. Hame three interesting or helpful persons whom the main
character meets. Tell i^e importance of each.
7. Was the book written about the subject because he was interest
ing personally, historically, or scientifically? Ebplaln.

m . travel Books
1. Give the title and author of the book.
2. When and where did the action talœ place?
3. Write a paragraph describing the appearance and personally
of the author or leading character.
4. W a t prompted "Wie person to travel? Discuss.
5. Name three Interesting persons whom the main character meets.
6. Write six peragra|dis, telling in each an important event In
the bode.
7. Di your opinion. Is It a worth-while book? Discuss.

i
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